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Overview: 

3 List of relevant cases 

4 Statement/Background 

8 List of known aliases/associates 

Attachments: 

A – Emails received by Christina Pushaw AFTER she had received a cease and desist and been 
told just days earlier to no longer contact me.  

B – Documentation of Christina Pushaw’s support for pro-authoritarian political candidates in 
the nation of Georgia as a “political strategist,” not a journalist.  

C—Documentation of harassing and threatening messages I have received online after Pushaw 
spread false and defamatory rumors through her many aliases and fake accounts.  

D—Documentation of Tweets Pushaw posted attempting to smear and defame me 

E—Documentation of one of Christina Pushaw’s alias and stalker/harassment accounts that was 
suspended by Twitter for violating its policies of hateful conduct and coordinated/targeted 
harassment.  

F—Documentation of harassment and stalking of my professional activities, including email 
documentation from the Executive Director of the AAG regarding Pushaw’s behavior 

Fake/alias accounts managed by Pushaw that were suspended for violating Twitter’s targeted 
harassment policy. 

G—Copy of District for Montgomery County – Civil System, Peace Order, #0602SP003672021 

H—Copy of DISTRICT COURT FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY - CRIMINAL SYSTEM, Peace Order: 
Failure to Comply, Case #6D00409037, Tracking No. 201001385104 

I— FTC Complaint, Impersonating a Federal Official or Office, Report number 132880570 

J— Documentation of stalking and harassing by Pushaw AFTER she was served with the 
protective order and a summons issued for violating it. 

I am providing a redacted version of email communications that hide my contact information, and the 
contact information of Pushaw’s other victims. An unredacted version can be made available to the 
court upon request.   
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List of relevant cases (in the state of Maryland): 

Please reference the following case numbers against Christina Pushaw: 

Montgomery County Police Department, Case number 210013008. 
Stalking, harassment, impersonation of the U.S. Department of State 

District for Montgomery County – Civil System, Peace Order, #0602SP003672021  

DISTRICT COURT FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY - CRIMINAL SYSTEM, Peace Order: Failure to 
Comply, Case #6D00409037, Tracking No. 201001385104 (Attachment H) 

FTC Complaint, Impersonating a Federal Official or Office, Report number 132880570 
(Attachment I) 
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Statement: 

I have outlined here a disturbing escalation of events and a multitude of crimes committed by Christina 
Pushaw over a period of two-and-a-half months that have targeted me for my status as a COVID-19 
researcher, scientist, whistleblower, and witness against the state of Florida in multiple ongoing 
investigations. 

The Montgomery County Court issued an emergency protective order for me against her, which was first 
issued by the County Commissioner on April 7, 2021, then extended by Judicial order on April 9, 2021. 
Case Number: 0602SP003672021 

In the 48 hours after receiving the protective order which barred her from further harassment and 
stalking, whether in person or using electronic communications, Pushaw messaged, tweeted or 
otherwise attempted to communicate harassing and stalking posts and messages no fewer than 62 
times, part of which is documented in attachments to this response. 

I initially reached out to Chevy Chase Village Police Department Chief John Fitzgerald about online 
stalking and harassment as described below, which began in late January/early February by Christina 
Pushaw and has continued to escalate and become more violent since that time. Chief Fitzgerald 
recommended I continue the case with the Montgomery County Police Department, as they had more 
resources to investigate the extent of her criminal activity. 

Days after I reported Pushaw and her alias accounts / associates for continued stalking and harassment, 
Pushaw, who claims on her website to be a Republican campaign and media strategist, went to the 
District of Columbia in an attempt to abuse the Court’s authority and receive a temporary Civil 
Protection Order. 

An evidentiary hearing is scheduled for six months from now, and I am asking the court to dismiss this 
petition and any scheduled hearings related to the false pretenses on which Pushaw tried to obtain it 
with prejudice. A restraining order is in effect in Maryland that orders Pushaw to in no way 
communicate with me, harass me, or stalk me. 

In Pushaw’s sworn affidavit, she exhibited erratic and unstable behavior, espousing conspiracy theories, 
attempting to further stalk, harass and defame me, and making false statements. Her continued 
detachment from reality, and insidious attempts to portray herself as a “reporter” are deeply 
concerning. That she believes that she is a “reporter” or that I am a “public figure” as a scientist and 
witness are both entirely delusional and invented alternative realities. 

I have never met Pushaw. I have never attempted to message, email, or contact in any form Pushaw, 
unless doing so while she was using an alias or fake name, in which case I would not have been aware.  

After Pushaw was served with both the emergency protection order issued on April 7 and the extended 
protection order on April 9, 2021, she threatened me online, continued to stalk me, continued to harass 
me and my friends/close associates, and began spiraling out of control, discussing concern for own 
mental health (Attachment I). 

She referred to the protective orders as “fun,” “exciting,” “hilarious,” and “frivolous,” openly stated she 
was “not backing down,” threatened me publicly twice, stating once that “she’s not going to get away 
with this,” “she picked the wrong” person to mess with, and “justice will be served.” 
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She openly encouraged people to file false police reports against me, and released the specific police 
district where I live to attempt to dox me again. 

Clearly, Pushaw is incapable of obeying the protective order already in place against her, continuing 
along a dangerous trajectory completely departed from reality.  

Her expressed purpose in trying to obtain an order, such like the one I received and she openly defies, 
was because other people were harassing her, and because I identified her in a story online for creating 
fake accounts to stalk and harass me. She attempted to abuse this court’s authority to extend her smear 
and harassment campaign once she learned she was under criminal investigation, which is a criminal 
offense. 

On March 17, 2021, Pushaw pretended to be a representative of the U.S. Department of State through 
email communications to further harass and stalk me and to try to get my home IP address, sending 
emails assuming the identity of an official government agency and program at 11:55 AM, and 12:12 PM. 
This is a violation of U.S. Code Title 18, Part I, Chapter 43, § 912 (18 U.S. Code § 912). Two links included 
in her imposter email went directly to a stalker website she built with a custom page that said, “Hello 
Rebekah.” 

I immediately issued a cease and desist on Wednesday, March 17, 2021, at 12:18 PM, and told Pushaw 
to stop messaging me, harassing me, stalking me, and defaming me. Several days later, she sent three 
more emails to me through another one of her email accounts (ChristinaPushaw@gmail.com) at 2:05 
AM, 10:31 AM, and 5:18 PM, none of which I responded to, as I had already issued a cease and desist. I 
forwarded all of these communications to my lawyers, who encouraged me to go to the police.  

Pushaw was told that any further harassment, stalking or defamation would lead to civil and criminal 
charges. However, Pushaw continued to email me, harass me, stalk me, and encouraged others to 
harass me online, for two weeks before I went to police. I did not respond to any of her attempts. 

Pushaw knows where I live, lives nearby to my home, according to her affidavit, and I am terrified that 
her detachment from reality and vendetta to “bring her down,” in her own words, whether she’s paid to 
do it or not, will lead to physical harm to myself and family. The emotional toll of her continued stalking 
and harassment has been severe for myself and my husband, and professional associates of mine.  

Background 

Christina Pushaw advertises herself as a “conservative media strategist,” per her own website. She is not 
a reporter, but occasionally posts blogs on an alt-right website called “Human Events,” a political arm 
that seeks to undermine democratic elections, spread mis-information about COVID-19, and attack 
perceived political rivals to GOP operatives (including myself). Nowhere on her personal website does 
she identify as a reporter or journalist, though she has been an active political consultant for years.  

She created a website for the sole purpose to harass me, which contains falsified documents, conspiracy 
theories, unauthorized photos, digitally altered photos, photos of my family, and had at one point 
released my home address and personal contact information. She calls this her “manifesto,” and even 
named her stalker website: “https://rebekahjonesmanifesto.wordpress.com/” 

Pushaw created multiple fake email accounts, multiple fake twitter accounts, several websites dedicated 
solely to defaming and harassing me, which I reported to police in April 2020. Her targeted harassment 

mailto:ChristinaPushaw@gmail.com
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campaign, stalking, and libelous statements online only further fueled the hateful and threatening 
messages I received online (included in evidence summary below). 

Pushaw attempted to impact my professional career by harassing, stalking and doxing members of the 
American Association of Geographers (AAG) and its sponsors, who asked me to deliver the keynote 
address for the annual meeting on April 9, 2021. The AAG said the harassment was so bad they had to 
block her account and several of her alias accounts.  

However, Pushaw, her alias accounts, and others following her explicit instruction continued to harass 
them after being blocked, and then published the personal contact information of the event sponsors, 
encouraging her followers and others to harass those people, as well, for inviting me to give the address. 
We had to change the entire format of the event because the Executive Director of the AAG was worried 
about the abuse his staff would be subjected to if she and others tried to hijack a live event (see 
Attachment F). Afterward, the AAG director said he had never witnessed a coordinated harassment 
campaign of that magnitude in his entire career. 

Pushaw continued to harass and stalk the event up until the minute of the keynote address, even 
though she had already been served a cease and desist on March 17, 2021 and an order of protection 
barring her from harassing or stalking me on April 7, 2021. 

When she failed to have my professional events cancelled, Pushaw lashed out, angry that my success 
was only growing, that I was named Whistleblower of the Year in February, a story in Cosmopolitan that 
was well-received came out in March, and that she had failed in harming my personal life, which she 
said was her goal in an email she sent through one of her many aliases. She specifically stated, “I am 
committed to taking RJ down,” and then admitted that she wanted to harass and pressure the AAG into 
cancelling the members-only event. 

After Pushaw sent the email impersonating the U.S Department of State, and then through her gmail 
account days later, I confirmed that both accounts belonged to the same person (Pushaw). Pushaw 
stated in her affidavit that she sent the emails on March 21, 2021, after receiving a cease and desist 
order, though she lied about the contents of those emails.  

We found that Pushaw used the same ProtonVPN IP address each time she sent emails as her imposter 
U.S. Department of State account and her regular gmail account. ProtonVPN is meant to disguise the 
unique computer-network fingerprint of a computer, but Pushaw apparently used the same IP through 
its service (which is the default setting in the program), each time she harassed me.  

Since the person who impersonated the U.S. State Department had control of Pushaw’s “manifesto” 
stalker website to create the “Hello Rebekah” page, and another alias of hers, “Tina287,” explicitly 
stated she had control of both the website and stalker/harassing Twitter accounts, several of which 
were registered to the “Tina287” email and the same phone number, we confirmed Pushaw was 
coordinating the harassment campaign, having created numerous stalker and harassing emails and 
Twitter accounts dedicated solely to stalking and harassing me hundreds of times a day. 

I wrote about how we discovered that information on my own website – an article that was shared 
many more times than anything Pushaw has ever written, which only inflamed her more.  
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I emailed the Chevy Chase police Chief about the continued harassment and stalking, and told him I was 
afraid for my and my family’s safety, and wanted to know how to file the complaint, which was received 
and replied to by the Chief. Only after I went to the police with my complaint did Pushaw, in a 
defamatory and false sworn statement, attempt to receive a civil order of protection, which was not 
enacted and has a hearing date for this November.  

Pushaw has repeatedly attacked me for being a victim of domestic violence, for being a whistleblower 
against the state of Florida, and for cooperating with state and federal investigations into the handling 
of COVID-19 by Governor Ron DeSantis and others at the Florida Department of Health, where I 
previously served as the manager of COVID-19 data and surveillance for all the state’s public COVID-19 
data systems.  

Intimidation of Whistleblowers is a federal crime and felony, and Pushaw has participated in this gross 
miscarriage of law from multiple states – including, at a minimum, Florida and Washington, D.C. If 
Pushaw is coordinating with outside parties with the objective of intimidating a whistleblower into 
silence, she and those aforementioned parties have committed multiple felonies.  

Pushaw now knows where I live. I believe her attempt to get this order, which was not put in place and 
instead issued an evidentiary hearing in six months, is a threat, and a way for her to try to intimidate and 
silence me by proving that she knows where I live, while repeating some of the many false statements 
she has made online in the past.  

I have requested an investigation into her and her known associates/aliases online, which are included 
below. I had to move across the country because of these people – because they sent threatening 
letters and hate mail to my home address, because they constantly harassed me, stalked me, and built a 
small but extremely threatening network of other stalkers. These people have been known to attack 
scientists and whistleblowers, and I feel completely unsafe and unprotected now that she has gone so 
far as make sworn false statements in her pursuit to “destroy” me, as she said.  

Pushaw clearly has no respect for court ordered prohibition of harassment and stalking, and thus has no 
grounds to request one herself while mine remains in place.  
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List of Pushaw’s known aliases/associates: 
 
Twitter accounts: 
@CPNPushaw (deleted) 
@ChristinaPushaw 
@MaxNardou 
@Truthbirb 
@GeoJones  
@GeoGrifter 
@GrifterGeo (suspended by Twitter) 
@NatGS325 
@Pitinkie 
@Insubordinates8 (suspended by Twitter) 
@GrifterJones (suspended by Twitter) 
@Bergerbell 
@EODTEC89 
@candorko 
@Truthse42018315 
 
Email accounts: 
WomenofCourageAwards@gmail.com 
ChristinaPushaw@gmail.com 
Tina287@protonmail.ch 
reagan.ventures@protonmail.com 
 

Websites: 
www.RebekahJonesManifesto.wordpress.com 
https://www.christina-pushaw.com/ 
 
 
  

mailto:WomenofCourageAwards@gmail.com
mailto:ChristinaPushaw@gmail.com
mailto:Tina287@protonmail.ch
mailto:reagan.ventures@protonmail.com
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Answers to specific items in Pushaw’s petition, with evidence.  

 

1. Pushaw makes the claim that she is “a reporter who published an article on Rebekah Danielle 
Jones last month that was shared widely on social media.” See Attachment B. 

Christina Pushaw advertises herself as a “conservative media strategist,” per her own website. She is not 
a reporter, but occasionally writes QAnon conspiracy theories on an alt-right website called “Human 
Events” as part of a political arm that seeks to undermine democratic elections, spread mis-information 
about COVID-19, and attack perceived political rivals to GOP operatives (including myself). Nowhere on 
her personal website does she identify as a reporter or journalist, though she has been an active political 
consultant for years. She created a website for the sole purpose to harass me, which contains falsified 
documents, conspiracy theories, unauthorized photos, digitally altered photos, photos of my family, and 
had at one point released my home address and personal contact information. She calls this a 
“manifesto,” and even named her stalker website: “https://rebekahjonesmanifesto.wordpress.com/” 
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2. Pushaw repeatedly makes false statements of fact, without evidence, regarding previous arrests 
made while I was in an abusive relationship with a revengeful ex, and abhoorently attempts to 
use these as “evidence” as to why she would need a protection order, even though she has not 
complied with the cease and desist or the protective order that have already been served to her. 

There are no active criminal charges for “Cyber sexual harassment.” That is a lie that is repeated 
throughout this false sworn statement. Pushaw knowingly made this false statement of fact to further 
defame and harass me, as she has been doing openly since January 2020.  There is no felony charge for 
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“hacking a state emergency communication system.” That is a lie repeated throughout this false sworn 
statement, a misrepresentation of events, and a further attempt to defame me.  I have never 
threatened anyone, I have never committed “real-life stalking and violence.” Pushaw does not provide 
any evidence whatsoever for these claims because they are false.  

3. Pushaw claims she is working on a “story” about “racially charged” things she claims I said at 
some point, and makes absurd claims that she asked me about these invented statements, 
when in fact she never did, and I told her to not contact me on March 17, 2020, even though she 
continued to do so.  

Pushaw stating again that she is working on yet another defamatory piece trying to paint me as a racist 
shows how her previous statements of being “committed to taking RJ down” are true. Pushaw has 
repeatedly stated she’s working on “stories” that are never published, and even lashed out at 
“corporate media” for refusing to publish anything she wrote.  

Pushaw emailed me three times on March 21, and I did not respond to any of her communications (see 
Attachment A) To my knowledge, unless she has been using assumed aliases, I have never spoken 
directly with this woman. None of these three emails included anything about race, rather they focused 
on manufactured rumors that I once had an affair with the Governor of Florida, which had been 
circulating online for months and caused me to suffer vile harassment (see Attachment C).  

Pushaw herself posted tweets online implying I once had an affair with Governor Andrew Cuomo (see 
Attachment D), on an alias account of hers that has now been banned by Twitter for violating Twitter’s 
rules of targeted harassment (see Attachment E). She additionally runs other alias accounts and 
coordinates with a small group of others who do nothing but harass me and my friends and family 
online, which all use my name and likeness, including, but not limited to: 

@CPNPushaw (deleted) 
@ChristinaPushaw 
@MaxNardou 
@Truthbirb 
@GeoJones  
@GeoGrifter 
@GrifterGeo (suspended by Twitter) 
@NatGS325 
@Pitinkie 
@Insubordinates8 (suspended by Twitter) 
@GrifterJones (suspended by Twitter) 
 
Additionally, Pushaw, using one of her fake email accounts, stated “we need to somehow convince the 
AAG to cancel her keynote.” She is referring to a keynote I was asked to give at the upcoming American 
Association of Geographer’s annual meeting – the largest annual meeting for professional and academic 
researchers in my field. She openly stated on several occasions that she intended to hurt my reputation, 
to harm my professional career, and to “take down RJ.” 
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4. Pushaw claims I posted “racially charged” comments under “assumed identities.” 

I do not use “assumed identities” online.  I have one account on Twitter, with my name on it. Pushaw 
here is referring to an alias that a journalist, an acquaintance on Redditt, and myself used to draw her 
out and identify her as the person behind a smear and harassment campaign online, which she admits 
to doing in this affidavit. She also acknowledges using hidden identities to evade criminal and civil 
liability for her statements and actions. In this email she also admits to being the individual behind the 
now-suspended “@Insubordinates8” account, and one of several websites she created to stalk, harass, 
defame and attack me.  This is one of her invented conspiracies. 

Using one of her many fake email accounts (Tina287@protonmail.ch), Pushaw emailed my Redditt 
contact and made the following statements: 

“I’m dedicated to taking down RJ.” “I know how vindictive and crazy she can be, which is why I 
also keep my identity hidden – don’t want to be sued :)” 
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Pushaw’s seems to believe a blog post she wrote in February was some sort of “revelation” that 
would certainly “destroy” me, in her words. However, the thoroughly debunked conspiracies 
throughout her poorly written tangent weren’t even original. I read the first three lines and didn’t 
bother reading the rest because it was essentially a regurgitated yet less effective version of something 
a UK tabloid had published eight months prior. However, using one of her aliases, she claimed her 
purpose in creating a “manifesto” website and stalking me and harassing me online was to “take her 
down.” It didn’t work. Despite constantly stalking, harassing and defaming me, no one cared. Most 
people don’t bother with the Q-Anon “stop the steal,” “masks kill” types. I believe that she did not 
achieve her stated goal only set her off further. 

She created another fake email email address, impersonating the U.S. Department of State, 
called WomenOfCourageAwards@gmail.com. In it, she claimed that I had been nominated for a Women 
of Courage Award – a program run by the U.S. Department of State – and asked me to click a link to get 
information and “accept your nomination.” The link went to the stalker website Pushaw created with a 
custom greeting message, “Hello Rebekah.” I responded notifying Pushaw that she was no longer to 
contact me, which she continued to do, repeatedly, for days. Her delusional belief that she is a journalist 
even though she admits no one wants to publish her “work” and her own website says she’s not a 
journalist is either a bold-faced lie to this court, or a sign of a severely mentally unstable grown woman. 

mailto:WomenOfCourageAwards@gmail.com.
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5. Pushaw claims I called her a “Russian agent.” 

I specifically stated that Pushaw was a “Russophile,” which is defined as a person “who is friendly 
toward or font of Russia, especially someone who is sympathetic to the political system and customs of 
the former Soviet Union.” Before she began working as a “conservative communication specialist,” she 
worked as a lobbyist in the country of Georgia, promoting pro-Russian former President Saakashvili, who 
fled the nation and is wanted on multiple criminal charges (see Attachment B). In 2010, a study cited his 
presidency as “competitive authoritarian” (see Attachment B).  

 

6. Pushaw also falsely claimed that I “encouraged” my followers to attack her, attack her physical 
appearance, and harass her online. She claimed that one of the more than 380,000 people who 
follow me online, as of this writing, suggested she get plastic surgery, and that I was somehow 
responsible for this individual’s behavior. 

I outed Pushaw as the person behind a targeted harassment campaign on Twitter, asked my followers to 
report her fake accounts for abuse of Twitter policy (which Twitter agreed was a violation of their 
targeted harassment rules and removed several of those accounts), and even told my followers NOT to 
attack her personal appearance, be sexist, or interact with her in any way whatsoever.  She is not even 
representing the actual insult she is describing factually – the person suggested she had received too 
much and/or bad plastic surgery, not that she needed more – a comment which I immediately made 
clear was not appropriate and I would not allow.   

Link: https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1374090036862464003 

https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1374090036862464003
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7. Pushaw claims that I attacked other journalists “because we all reported things about her that 
she found unflattering.” 

Again, Pushaw conflating herself with journalists is simply delusional. Anyone can write a blog post. 
Pushaw’s employment history consists largely of being a spokeperson/PR agent for the disgraced, 
criminal ex-president of the nation of Georgia. And I didn’t read her blog post.  

Pushaw is referring Marc Captuo of Politico, who, during interviews he was conducting as a professional 
reporter, slandered and defamed me to two associates of mine, Dr. Eric Fiegl-Ding and Florida 
Department of Emergency Management direct Jared Moscowitz, who both told me of the encounters. 
Her second reference is Jay Caruso, who made a false statement of fact, calling me a “convicted felon” 
when I have not been convicted of any crime, in any state, at any point in time. That is not simply 
“unflattering,” it is libelous and defamatory. 
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8. Pushaw falsely states that I am not currently a witness in any state or federal investigations, 
furthering an online conspiracy theory that she herself started, in an attempt to further her 
narrative that I am “mentally disturbed.”  

However, I am currently the complainant in an ongoing Whistleblower case against the state of Florida 
(Filed with the Florida Commission on Human Relations, Case # #26286), and a witness in a separate 
investigation into the state’s handling of COVID-19 led by the Florida Office of the Inspector General (for 
which I am not the complainant, case #231-117, CIG #2021-01-22-0005). I have also been in contact with 
state and federal representatives and have been cooperating with investigations related to COVID-19 
and state interference in COVID-19 science, which were investigations requested by Florida 
Commissioner of Agriculture Nikki Fired to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and by Representative 
Charlie Crist to the United States Department of Justice, among others. I have also been in 
communication with members of Congress leading investigations into Florida’s mishandling of COVID-
19, and can provide a confidential allocation to that affect, if necessary, so as not to interfere with or 
any way compromise that investigation., 
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9. Pushaw claims I said “find someone who knows how to hack” to find her personal information 
from her Twitter account.  

This is a blatantly false statement, shown by the tweet link she references, but does provide. The page 
she referenced does not exist, but below is the actual tweet which clearly states, when someone said 
“idk how to hack,” I replied “Me neither. And my guy didn’t hack anything.” As described in careful 
detail in previous pages, we used the IP address sent from her alias accounts (part of any email sent 
from any computer), her own statements as “Tina” about owning the Twitter accounts, and the public 
information regarding the email and phone number registered to several of those Twitter accounts.  

Her continued misrepresentation of events, lies, libel, defamation, and inability to provide evidence 
show that either she is extremely mentally ill and in need of immediate psychiatric help, or she is openly 
and knowingly lying to the court.  

Link: https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1373749373855752201

 

 

10. Pushaw requested an order, which she did not receive, of protection because she claims I stated 
I was “stalking” her by stating I was hiring “an investigative team” of private investigators, which 
is legal when trying to protect yourself.  

In reality, as described above, all I did was reveal that she was connected to the defamation, harassment 
and stalking online that I had been abused by for months, and stated I intended to hire private 
investigators to find out why she was leading this stalking and harassment campaign, and to see if it was 
at all or in any way connected to the GOP.  I never interacted with her knowingly or intentionally, unless 
she was using aliases of hers. I have not emailed her, I have not tried to contact her on Twitter, and I 
have never had any documented interactions with her outside of her aliases/alternate identities.  

11. Pushaw claims I have “still not stopped publishing intimidating posts about me online.”  

I have not interacted with Pushaw online. I published an article that connected her to the harassment 
campaign, which resulted in her getting several of her Twitter accounts suspended and the end of her 
attempt to “bring down RJ.” I am unaware of Pushaw’s home address and frankly do not care about her, 
her “work” or anything that she does. She tried and failed to “take her down,” her words, and her failure 

https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1373749373855752201
https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1373749373855752201
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to impact my professional work makes her an annoyance in that regard, but that’s about it. She clearly is 
distorting facts to try to paint her as a victim because I reached out to police and reported her harassing 
behavior BEFORE I received her false affidavit, which is merely an extension of her smear campaign.  
Protective orders are designed to protect someone in danger of harassment, stalking or physical harm. 
Publishing a true fact that a person has engaged in harassment does not qualify under this statute. If 
victims of harassment and abuse are never allowed to speak to other people about being harassed and 
abused, then the court effectively silences them when they seek relief. I have never written anything 
untrue about this women, I’ve only written about her targeted harassment a handful of times, and I 
pose no real or imagined risk to her. Yet, she continues to harass and stalk me even after being served 
an order to stop doing so. She’s released where I lived, spoken about how she lives “just miles away,” as 
if that is some sort of physical threat, and publicly threatened me upon learning that I had reported her 
to the police and sought out and was granted a protective order against her.  
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ATTACHMENT A: 

Harassing emails I received from a person using Christina Pushaw’s email address, which I did not 
respond to.  

Taylor Green? 
3 messages 

 
Christina Pushaw <christinapushaw@gmail.com> Sun, Mar 21, 2021 at 2:05 

AM 
To: "rebekah.coastal@gmail.com" <rebekah.coastal@gmail.com> 

Hi Rebekah! A bunch of emails were forwarded to me a few days ago from a source that was 
corresponding with “taytaygreen1997@gmail.com”, display name “Taylor Green.” The emails from 
“Taylor” contained various unsubstantiated statements and allegations, the major allegation being that 
you had an affair with DeSantis in April 2020. There was also a fabricated iPhone text message 
screenshot included in the emails as “evidence.”  
 
During the time frame that corresponds to the “Taylor” emails, you had Tweeted and deleted a cryptic 
message about Casey DeSantis disliking you. A new Twitter account called TayTayGreen5 also 
Tweeted that you “slept with the governor.” I noticed that, but ignored it because I figured it was just a 
weird rumor.  
 
But a few days ago, I was shown very strong evidence that “Taylor Green” was actually your 
pseudonym. On March 5, “Taylor” first contacted my source via a Wordpress blog, which recorded 
“Taylor’s” IP address in Chevy Chase, Maryland. That IP address was later confirmed to be yours.  
 
On March 18, you Tweeted a screenshot that showed part of the email chain my source forwarded me. 
The screenshot you Tweeted shows “Taylor Green”.  See below:  
 

 
 
 
I want to give you a chance to comment on this before my article goes to publication. You have said on 
the record that you’ve never met Governor DeSantis. Do you still maintain that you’ve never met him? 
 
 If so, why would these affair allegations and fabricated evidence from “Taylor Green” be originating 
from your IP address?  
 

mailto:taytaygreen1997@gmail.com
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What was the significance of your Tweet about Casey DeSantis disliking you, on March 9?  
 
When was the last time you were in contact with Ronnie Blanco? (I am not naming him in my article, but 
he did feature prominently in “Taylor’s” story).  
 
What did you report Rebel Cole and Jon Taylor to FAUPD for? Can you send me the police report you 
made? Did FAUPD ever follow up with you? What is the evidence that either of them sexually harassed 
you?  
 
Are you “InsubordinateLady” on Reddit?  
 
Why do you have some Tweets on your official account that refer to yourself in the third person as 
“Bekka”?  
 
If there is anything else you’d like to comment on, feel free. With regards to the deadline - I need to 
send this to my editor Monday.  
 
 
 
 
-- 
Sent from my iPhone 

 

 
Christina Pushaw <christinapushaw@gmail.com> Sun, Mar 21, 2021 at 10:31 AM 
To: "rebekah.coastal@gmail.com" <rebekah.coastal@gmail.com> 

One more question. You tweeted on March 19 “I was asked about an affair by reporters in February.” 
Could you elaborate on that? Did they ask if you had an affair with DeSantis? which reporters / outlets 
reached out to you about this? What prompted them to do so?  
 

 
[Quoted text hidden] 

 

 
Christina Pushaw <christinapushaw@gmail.com> Sun, Mar 21, 2021 at 5:17 

PM 
To: "rebekah.coastal@gmail.com" <rebekah.coastal@gmail.com> 

Hi Rebekah -- wondering what makes you think I am "doing oppo for DeSantis" and behind "stalker 
accounts"? Do you have any evidence to support your claims, or are you just making unsubstantiated 
allegations? I emailed you to give you a chance to comment on the "Taylor Green" emails that were 
forwarded to me by a Proton Mail user who administers the Wordpress site. By tagging my Twitter 
handle with these crazy allegations, you are directing targeted harassment at me for reporting on a 
story (for which there is very strong evidence." Why?  
[Quoted text hidden] 
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ATTACHMENT B: 

History of Pushaw’s previous work for the authoritarian former President of Georgia as a PR 
spokesperson. 

Link: http://gtarchive.georgiatoday.ge/news/13213/Controversy:-Christina-Pushaw-on-the-Elections 
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From the chapter “The Evolution of Post-Soviet Competitive Authoritarianism,” in “Competitive 
Authoritarianism: Hybrid Regimes after the Cold War” by Steven Levistsky and Lucan Way, describing 
the authoritarian regime Pushaw represented and the eventual criminal charges her former client has 
fled the country to avoid answering to.  
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ATTACHMENT C: 

Harassing messages resulting from rumors Pushaw and others published online about me having an 
affair with Governor Ron Desantis, as well as other threatening, aggressive and harassing messages I 
received from her followers.  
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A threatening letter I received to my home mailing address without a return address. 
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ATTACHMENT D: 

A tweet Pushaw posted on March 06, 2020 at 10:01 PM, showing a picture of an event that I was at in 
2011 that Andrew Cuomo attended, circling my face, implying I had an affair with the Governor, and 
claiming I had “rage and vindictiveness.” Other tweets from Pushaw’s alias accounts showing continued 
harassment 
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ATTACHMENT E: 

Confirmation from Twitter that Pushaw’s alias account, which was created in January 2020 for the sole 
purpose of harassing and stalking me, which at one point released my home address and cell phone 
number, and used unauthorized and digitally altered photos of me, had been permanently banned.  
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ATTACHMENT F: 

Email from the Executive Director of the AAG concerned for the safety of his staff after the targeted 
social media campaign Pushaw and her associates conducted, forcing the entire keynote address to 
change format (email address and address redacted for his safety) 

 

Email from the Executive Director of the AAG describing the coordinated harassment effort led by 
Pushaw after the keynote address. 
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Pushaw continuing to harass the AAG before the keynote address, despite being ordered to stop stalking 
and harassing me: 
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ATTACHMENT G 
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ATTACHMENT H: 
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ATTACHMENT J: 

Continued harassment by Pushaw and her alias/associated accounts AFTER she received both protection 
orders issued by the Montgomery County Court in the state of Maryland. 
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